Secret Google Tactics - Dominate Adsense & Adwords With These Secret Tactics...

“How You Can Fuse The Power of Adwords And
Adsense Using A *Sly And Sneaky* Formula To
Crush The Gurus And Create An Autopilot Income
For LIFE – Guaranteed!”

Why you must change the way you think
about Adwords and Adsense before you
leave any more money on the table…
Read carefully…
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• If you’ve often wondered how the hell people make
so much money from Adwords and Adsense
• If you worry there’s no more room for a “little guy” to
make an impact (clue: there’s plenty!)

• If you want a brand new method for making a killing
on the internet

…and fasten your seatbelt because you’re in for the ride of your life.
It’s crucial that you read every word of this letter…it could mean the difference between you
becoming the next internet millionaire…or remaining in the little leagues.
But I warn you, the secrets about to be revealed may set off fireworks in your cranium….

From: Dylan Loh
Dear Entrepreneur,
How would you like to give yourself a competitive edge against your Adwords and Adsense rivals?
I’m going to let you in on a little known secret combining two of the web’s most powerful money
making systems.
But first, picture this scene…
It’s a beautiful sunny morning as you log-in to check your emails and today, just like every day,
there’s a welcoming stream of “you’ve just made a sale” notifications in your inbox.
Smiling, you hop over to your Adsense account…
Clicking on the drop down menu for yesterday’s earnings you see you earned $79.80…while you
were asleep.
With a pleasurable sigh, your mind starts ticking over about which niche you could dig for gold in
next…but then you think, nah, you’ll just have a lazy day instead.

This Is No Dream...This IS Reality!
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This is the lifestyle that thousands of folks around the world are already enjoying. Google’s two
programs have bought riches to many…but only because they know how to maximize their
capabilities. Let me explain…
If you create an Adwords campaign in the usual way or slap Adsense code onto your site without
thinking…you’ll only make the minimum amount of revenue possible (if anything at all). What you
need are advanced tactics…
But not so complex that a beginner couldn’t get started right away, oh no, the little known method
I’ll reveal to you is so effective precisely because it’s so simple.
And the really clever thing is… it combines both Adsense and Adwords to create a cash guzzling
beast.
Check out this email sent to me by one recent user…

"...techniques even the seasoned Internet marketing
pro could use."
I have just finished reading Google Secret Tactics, finally a
product that lives up to the hype. To be honest, I didn't expect
to learn anything new, most of the new stuff coming out these
days is rehashed fluff. But this ebook contains new information &
techniques even the seasoned Internet Marketing pro could use.
I highly recommend you take a serious look at Google Secret
Tactics, this is a must have product if you want to start making
money online with Google Adwords and Adsense.
DYLAN are you losing your mind selling this at such a low price!
Keith Ireland
PartTimeBlogger.com

But what if you could match those results?
What if you could muscle in on their territory and claim some internet gold for yourself?
It’s easier than you think…
Forget all you think you know about Adwords and Adsense. I’m going to show you how to perform
alchemy and meld together these money makers into a single cash-guzzling beast!
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●

●
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You’ll create campaigns that shovel dollars into your account faster than your Paypal page
can update. (Sounds crazy, I know, but this really happens!)
Adsense clicks will soar in value and you’ll wonder why you settled for those puny 10-cent
clicks
You’ll combine two simple methods into an entirely new way of making serious cash on
the internet

Check this out for proof of the earnings you will enjoy…

Talk Is Cheap! I Want Proof!
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…You have to look at the big picture
Too many folks, just like you and I, spend all their time pulling their hair out, grinding their
teeth and working up a sweat over their poor performing Adwords campaigns.
Likewise, plenty of people run themselves into the ground worrying over the pathetic amounts of
clicks in their Adsense account.
Not only are YOU about to discover how to massively boost both of these money makers... you‘ll
learn how to combine them into a whole new superstar system.
You’ll kick yourself for never thinking of it earlier!
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Name:

Email:

So Who Am I Anyway?

My name’s Dylan and for years I’ve made a killing through Adwords and article marketing.

You may have seen my Clickbank Profit Machine method…now the standard for anyone wanting to
profit from Adwords and Clickbank. But now…

I recently stumbled across a method that blows away my previous earnings!

As usual I was setting up my Adwords campaigns and sending the traffic to my time-honored style
of landing page…a pre-sell leading to an affiliate product.

This simple method has been great for me for many years, it’s so easy to carry out it’s like printing
money.

But then an idea entered my head…
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What if I put a little spin on my regular system, a little twist that could see me lose money but
which might just give my income another little boost?

You know, when I get hunches like this, I usually put them to one side, store them away in some
dark recess of my brain…and then forget all about them!

This time it was different.

I followed my hunch and the next day I checked my account to see a 150% increase in my overall
earnings.

I was stoked!

But was this just a one off?

I added the “secret sauce” to my other landing pages and sure enough the same thing happened.

Hmmm, I thought… Dylan you are on to something here…

Introducing…

Secret Google Tactics – Turn The Tables On The Adsense And Adwords Gurus. It’s Time
The Little Guy Stood Up To Take What He Deserves
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You see, for years now you’ve been fed the same guru BS.

They always lead you down the same track…

Create an Adwords campaign, pick a Clickbank product and throw traffic at a landing page.

And yet there’s so much more you can do within this system…but of course, they don’t want you to
know that.

You can just carry on the way you always have, struggling to make any real money or you can
follow these Secret Google Tactics and start making a killing with Adwords and Adsense combined.
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"Secret Google Tactics taught me a lot about using
the two to make massive amounts of cash."
Hey Dylan,
First off, Awesome Book. When I had heard that you were selling
it so cheap, I didn't think much of it. I figured it just be a
bunch of filler.
I'll admit I was dead wrong. I actually liked it a lot. I know a
fair share about Adwords marketing, but little about Adsense
whatsoever. On top of that, I had no idea that you could combine
the two into such a powerful money making process. Secret Google
Tactics taught me a lot about using the two to make massive
amounts of cash. And the bonuses are top notch!
Thanks Again,
Coty Schwabe
http://AffiliateRevolutionSite.com

Oh I Get It! So It’s That
Arbitrage Stuff All Over Again?
No way, how dare you accuse me of outdated tactics ;)

Arbitrage is discussed inside the manual…but this method goes far beyond that.

Since Google started to clamp down on the “arbitragers”, a lot of folks lost their shirt! Be assured,
these methods are timeless and you don’t have to worry about being a flash in the pan.
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Here’s what you’ll find out in my one of a kind program…

●

●

●

●

●

●

Cut your outgoings in half by saving a ton of money on your Adwords costs (you can still
get those 5 cent clicks!)
Enjoy an automatic income from Adsense like you’ve never seen – why the gurus
are wrong when it comes to Adsense. You can still make a killing!
Magically combine two tried and tested formulas to make a whole new stream of
income
Create Adwords campaigns that just pinpoint and zero in on affiliate products so precisely
you couldn’t stop making sales if you wanted to
Sneaky insider Adsense tricks that will make your visitors unable to resist clicking on that
link
It doesn’t matter if you’re a totally clueless newbie, by the end of this sharp-shooting course
you’ll be an Adwords professional…with some methods that will make even the top
gurus seething with envy

So how much would you be willing to invest in such a groundbreaking piece of information?

Listen, if I was just starting out I’d sell my dear ol’ Grandma for this kind of money making guide.
It’s a powerful system yet perfect enough for those who like their income methods to be totally lazy.

I mean, set it and forget it.

Put it simply, 'Secret Google Tactics' contains the blueprint you need to master and dominate BOTH
Adsense & Adwords.

But as if you hadn’t gotten enough crucial Adwords information, check out this mind-expanding
*bonus* interview…
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Jacobo Benitez reveals his
super profitable Adwords techniques.

Only a year ago Jacobo was working as a web designer but when he
perfected an Adwords system he said
goodbye to the 9 to 5 grind!

Read all about his outrageously profitable exploits in this exclusive
interview…including how to get $0.01 clicks!

Yours FREE when you invest in
Secret Google Tactics

“I Don't Like To Brag But...”
With the money I made from Adwords & Adsense, I managed to fulfill a dream of mine - traveling.

Here are some pictures I took in a recent vacation:
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I toured Paris, Exeter, London, Interlaken, Zermatt, Rome, Milan, Lyon, Berlin and many many more...
Ok, so what's my point in telling you this?

My point is that in many salesletters, they always promise a lifetime of riches, of being financially free and
being able to travel anywhere and any time you want. Well, I've actually done it...and I want to tell you
that you can do it too!

Oh and here's some 'stuff' I bought myself and my loved ones during my travels...
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A watch, lots of bags, wallets, chains and stuff...the shopping districts of Paris & Milan are really nice :)

“So This Will Cost A Small Fortune, Right?”
I don’t blame you for being on a downer about the cost of your purchase, after all so many of
these kinds of manuals are waaaay overpriced..

But if you got your hands on a system that could make you quick and easy cash (even if you were
a wet behind the ears novice) you’d be willing to pay a few hundred dollars right?

Before I reveal the price (and you’ll be pleasantly surprised) let me just tell you what it’s not going
to cost you.
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●

●

●

●

You’ll no longer have to waste hours of your precious time scouring forums and being led in
the wrong direction time and again
You’ll no longer have to buy ebooks, courses and videos…and then file them away utterly
wasting your money
You won’t have to pay for any tools or memberships or any more useless advice..it’s all here
in this package
You don't have to face the frustrations of facing your $0.00 Adsense account or the ever mounting

Adwords bill

Take a look at other Adsense and Adwords products…you’ll struggle to find one that isn’t at least
$97 (and that’s just for the usual regurgitated crap)
Now I know that this has the value of a $97 product – no question.
I wanna show you a little something before I talk about how much this investment costs.

More proof of the kind of money you can make just below...
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($1,035.89 on that one day!)

What Rob Benwell & Andrew X has to say about 'Secret Google Tactics'...

"...see results instantly from their
Adsense & Adwords efforts."
Hey buddy,
I'm really excited about some of the new stuff you reveal inside
'Secret Google Tactics'! In fact, one Adsense technique that I've
used increased CTR by about 17%!
And with Adwords, you put it across so plain and clear...no
complex terminology and difficult to understand concepts.
You make it so simple for anyone who wants to get started and see
results instantly from their Adsense & Adwords efforts.
For anyone who wants to make money from Adwords & Adsense, this
is the perfect solution!
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Rob Benwell
http://www.BloggingToTheBank.com

"...thanks for the extra $660 a month!"
Hi Dylan,
Wow! I can't believe you are releasing all these killer tips and
traffic generation methods... and for such a ridiculously LOW
price. Seriously, you should be charging at least $97 for this
gold.
I implemented just one of your Adsense tactics and my daily
earnings from this website shot from $5.50 a day to $27.50 a day,
which is an extra $660 a month from just one of my websites. I'm
now rolling this out to another 10 of my websites. This is lethal
stuff... I can't believe you decided to release it all! But
thanks for the extra $660 a month!
Andrew X
www.GoogleMagicFormula.com

Now answer me honestly, how much money are you willing to invest to enjoy 4-figure profits in a single
day...just like the one above?

$197?

$97?

$67?
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Like what I've mentioned before, this package is like nothing that has been released in the market and it
certainly has a value of $97 - at the minimum...

But because this is brand new right now, you won’t have to pay anywhere near that.

In fact, I've got good news for you...you don't have to break the bank for this powerful program - not
even close!

Right now you can purchase this manual for just $47.

As a special introductory price you can get hold of
Secret Google Tactics at just $17!! —
That’s a $30 saving on the usual price of $47!

(And that includes the powerful guide plus the eye-popping interview with Jacobo)

Really, you cannot lose!

Find out how to build devastatingly effective Adwords campaigns for the one-time investment of
just $17.
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In fact, I know you’re going to love this book so much; I’ll take all the risk.

100% Money Back Guarantee
Check Out The System For 8 Weeks –
If You’re Not Absolutely Thrilled With The System…
I’ll Refund You The Purchase Price!

Can’t say fairer than that!

Listen, if you can’t make any money online with this easy to follow system, then maybe you should
come to terms with the fact you’ll be stuck in your day job for some time…

I don’t mean to sound harsh but this method is so damn easy (and cunningly sneaky) that you
can’t fail to make serious amounts of cash with it!

Yes Dylan! I Want In On
Your Adsense/Adwords Secret!

I Understand That When I Click The Button
Below I Get Immediate Access To The Guide
And Can Begin Earning Today.

I’m Also Deliriously Happy That I Have
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8 Weeks To Check This Stuff Out.
I’m Clicking This Button Right Now…

PURCHASE NOW

NOTICE: Last Minute Bribe For Ya...
I want to make this an absolute no-brainer for you. I'll make it so sweet you don't even have to think
twice about grabbing 'Secret Google Tactics'...so I've specially written 'Fill Your Inbox With Cash'
manual for you!

Inside this cash-stuffing blueprint, you'll get:

●

●

●

●

The underground 'cash-grabbing' system which is responsible for almost 80% of my income...
you'll make a grand entrance into the big league with this!
Rabid subscriber base 'capturer'. One whole chapter devoted to showing you where and how to
drive traffic to your pages and capturing leads, customers and prospects...so that you can profit
from them over and over 24/7!
Hypnotic backend cash funnels. The entire process of setting up your thank-you page
effectively and creating promotional materials that will excite your subscribers...inducing them into
'buying states' so you'll no problem making them buy more and more from you...
The 'speak their language secret'. How to get them to adore and even worship you like an idol.
This is very powerful and very profitable...you'll have them hinging on every movement and every
word or email you send...imagine that...
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Not only that, I'm going to explain the whole system below for you:

CONTACT POINTS -- OPT-IN Forms -- AUTORESPONDER -- LIST Manager -FOLLOW UP Messages -- CUSTOMER LIST -- Make cash in back-end sales!

This system alone is responsible for the millions made by the top Internet marketers! There is a catch
though...this special blueprint is only available for the next 50 37 action taker only!

This is a last minute addition to the package, I didn't even get the graphics done for this 61 paged
cash-grabbing manual because I intend to take it down as soon as the spots get filed...
Now go to it and tell Google I sent ya..

Sincerely,

P.S. The secret is in my special twist on an old yet still successful system. You’ll kick yourself for

not thinking of it before. Adwords and Adsense can still combine to pour profits into your pocket…
and you can sit back and enjoy the extra cash with minimum effort.

P.P.S. Don’t forget you've an iron-clad 60 days money back guarantee. You can test this

simple formula for yourself and if it doesn’t work for you, I’ll give you a swift and courteous refund.
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P.P.P.S. I can’t promise you that this will stay at $17 for much longer

(in fact, I'll raise the
price very soon) – after all I’m practically giving away the farm right now. I urge you to jump on
this before I come to my senses!

"...he should be selling this dynamite information
at a much higher premium,
but he won't listen!"
"If you ever thought, how do those guys make so much money
from Adwords and Adsense, while your cheques are hardly
worth cashing, then take a look at Secret Google Tactics.
Everything you need to know to get started is included in this
superb guide to Google, all you have to do is follow the simple
step-by-step methods and you'll be well on your way to healthy
cheques hitting your doormat every month.
What Dylan gives you with Secret Google Tactics is a competitive
edge on the rest of your online rivals, the silver bullets you
need to make a splash.
Secret Google Tactics is essential for anyone who is serious
about making online marketing a success, and at such a low price
you really can't go wrong. I've already told Dylan on numerous
occasions he should be selling this dynamite information at a
much higher premium, but he won't listen!
He insists on over-delivering as usual.
Grab Secret Google Tactics now, you won't look back...
Highly recommended."
Steven Lee Jones
GoogleMassacre.com
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"...helped me to understand Google Adwords and
Adsense in a way that isn't confusing."
"Hey Dylan,
I started going over your material and I have to tell you the
information you are sharing has really helped me to understand
Google Adwords and Adsense in a way that isn't confusing. I'm
already putting some of this to use right now. I was also really
excited by all the other stuff that came with it, I've been going
through all of this material all afternoon today. Great stuff
Dylan!
To Your Success,
Chad Flick

Name:

Email:

Earnings Disclaimer

EVERY EFFORT HAS BEEN MADE TO ACCURATELY REPRESENT THIS PRODUCT AND IT'S POTENTIAL. EVEN THOUGH THIS INDUSTRY IS ONE OF THE FEW
WHERE ONE CAN WRITE THEIR OWN CHECK IN TERMS OF EARNINGS, THERE IS NO GUARANTEE THAT YOU WILL EARN ANY MONEY USING THE
TECHNIQUES AND IDEAS IN THESE MATERIALS. EXAMPLES IN THESE MATERIALS ARE NOT TO BE INTERPRETED AS A PROMISE OR GUARANTEE OF
EARNINGS. EARNING POTENTIAL IS ENTIRELY DEPENDENT ON THE PERSON USING OUR PRODUCT, IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES. WE DO NOT PURPORT THIS
AS A “GET RICH SCHEME.”
ANY CLAIMS MADE OF ACTUAL EARNINGS OR EXAMPLES OF ACTUAL RESULTS CAN BE VERIFIED UPON REQUEST. YOUR LEVEL OF SUCCESS IN
ATTAINING THE RESULTS CLAIMED IN OUR MATERIALS DEPENDS ON THE TIME YOU DEVOTE TO THE PROGRAM, IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES MENTIONED,
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YOUR FINANCES, KNOWLEDGE AND VARIOUS SKILLS. SINCE THESE FACTORS DIFFER ACCORDING TO INDIVIDUALS, WE CANNOT GUARANTEE YOUR
SUCCESS OR INCOME LEVEL. NOR ARE WE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY OF YOUR ACTIONS.
MATERIALS IN OUR PRODUCT AND OUR WEBSITE MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT INCLUDES OR IS BASED UPON FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
WITHIN THE MEANING OF THE SECURITIES LITIGATION REFORM ACT OF 1995. FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS GIVE OUR EXPECTATIONS OR
FORECASTS OF FUTURE EVENTS. YOU CAN IDENTIFY THESE STATEMENTS BY THE FACT THAT THEY DO NOT RELATE STRICTLY TO HISTORICAL OR
CURRENT FACTS. THEY USE WORDS SUCH AS “ANTICIPATE,” “ESTIMATE,” “EXPECT,” “PROJECT,” “INTEND,” “PLAN,” “BELIEVE,” AND OTHER WORDS AND
TERMS OF SIMILAR MEANING IN CONNECTION WITH A DESCRIPTION OF POTENTIAL EARNINGS OR FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE.
ANY AND ALL FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS HERE OR ON ANY OF OUR SALES MATERIAL ARE INTENDED TO EXPRESS OUR OPINION OF EARNINGS
POTENTIAL. MANY FACTORS WILL BE IMPORTANT IN DETERMINING YOUR ACTUAL RESULTS AND NO GUARANTEES ARE MADE THAT YOU WILL ACHIEVE
RESULTS SIMILAR TO OURS OR ANYBODY ELSE'S, IN FACT NO GUARANTEES ARE MADE THAT YOU WILL ACHIEVE ANY RESULTS FROM OUR IDEAS AND
TECHNIQUES IN OUR MATERIAL.

Google, Google Adwords & Google Adsense are the trademarks/service marks of Google Inc. and are in no way associated, affiliated nor endorses SecretGoogleTactics.
com.
ClickBank is a registered trademark of Keynetics Inc., a Delaware corporation. SecretGoogleTactics.com is not affiliated with Keynetics Inc. in any way, nor does Keynetics
Inc. sponsor or approve any SecretGoogleTactics.com product. Keynetics Inc. & Clickbank expresses no opinion as to the correctness of any of the statements made by
SecretGoogletactics.com.com in the materials on this Web page. Clickbank reserves the right to make changes to their policies and procedures without any notice.
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